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Steam locomotive 3801 (4-6-2) was operated by the New South Wales Government Railways
between 1943 and 1976. It is arguably Australia’s most famous steam locomotive, being the
only one to have visited all main line states and territories. The 38 Class numbered 30. The
first 5 units, with the streamlined design, were built by Clyde Engineering, Granville, New
South Wales. The other 25 units were built, semi-streamlined, at the New South Wales
Eveleigh (even numbers) and Cardiff (odd numbers) Locomotive Workshops. 3801 entered
service on 22 January 1943 and worked the “Newcastle Flyer” for the first time on 23
February 1943 to express passengers to and from Sydney. 2018 celebrates the 75th
anniversary of this iconic steam locomotive. See page 9 for a history and restoration update.
Image – Wikipedia – 3801 leads the Newcastle Flyer on 1 October 2005
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THE 53rd ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
OF THE
MELBOURNE MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY INC
WILL BE HELD AT
8.00 PM ON FRIDAY OCTOBER 19th, 2018
AT THE
MMRS CLUB ROOMS
VICTORIA STREET, HAWTHORN
(at the Auburn railway station)
Business:
A. To confirm the minutes of the 2017 Annual General Meeting.
B. To receive and adopt the reports of the Committee of Management and the
statements of account for the 2017/2018 year.
C. To deal with any recommendations of the outgoing committee.
D. To elect the following executive officers and ordinary committee members:
President
Treasurer
Two ordinary committee members.
E. To elect one ordinary committee member to fill a casual vacancy.
F. To deal with any motions submitted by members.
G. Open forum to discuss any issues raised by members.
Any motions from members must be submitted to the Secretary no later than 28 September
2018.
Nominations for election of the positions in D and E above must be in writing, signed by the
nominated member, a nominator and seconder, and submitted to the Secretary no later than
12 October 2018.
Nominations must be on the printed form available at the club rooms, or from the Secretary
(0419 414 309 on meeting nights) or by mail.

David Patrick
Secretary.
(Please bring a plate of goodies for supper).
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
HEBERTON HISTORICAL VILLAGE
In my original report last year, I posted a photo of a vehicle and asked you to guess its
origins. Well, here it is, the Queensland Ambulance Transport Board Rail Ambulance.
Below is a photo of the vehicle courtesy of the Herberton Heritage Village. In the early
1900’s this was the most efficient and fastest means of transport for the ill.

In the tractor shed you will also find an extremely rare 1916 Waterloo Boy John Deere
Tractor as well as a 1937 RB Model tractor, a Model B from 1935, a 1937 AOS Orchard, a
1932 GP Wide Tread and a 1934 Beaner.
I highly recommend anyone spend at least a day visiting this village for the exhibits and
original buildings are comprehensive and in excellent condition.
If you cannot get there personally look up their website:
www.historicvillageherberton.com.au

WAVERLEY EXHIBTION
For those members who made it to the Waverley exhibition you were certainly in for a treat.
I’m not talking about the whole exhibition, which was good in itself, but more specifically, the
outstanding success of our own fantastic layout, Naradhan.
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Usually public attendance is at its best on the Saturday morning and from my observations
the MMRS layout was the most heavily patronised. This was in no small way due to the
efforts of Geoff Crow and Peter Riggall. Unfortunately, Peter was in the UK and couldn’t
enjoy the fruits of his work, so Geoff carried the load, with a lot of help from our youngest
member Chris Nictas. A big vote of thanks goes out to them, as well as Ian Wallace, David
Patrick and Ben Smith for their Assistance at various stages.
I could only be present to help set up on the Friday and assist on the Saturday morning, but
was totally enthralled by the DCC system and ability to drive trains from my mobile phone. It
was easy to set up and operate. Previously I had not been a fan of DCC, especially the
earliest versions requiring a computer programming degree to set up and operate.
What Geoff and Peter have managed to do is not only build a brilliant operating layout with
scenery and industry, but also to convert a sceptic, me! The amount of detail and
construction gave all a true appreciation of country railway operations and shunting.
I hope that members, who did not attend Waverley, made the effort to get to the Caulfield
exhibition on 25th and 26th August, and experience the Naradhan layout in its full glory.
Cheers
Daniel Cronin
Images of MMRS Naradhan exhibition layout at Waverley taken by Daniel Cronin.

The East end of Naradhan showing the stock yards and station.

The west end of the layout showing the locomotive servicing facilities.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING
FROM THE SECRETARY
Members
Congratulations to Emma Hughey, who was advanced to Full Membership by the committee
on 14 August.
Annual General Meeting
The AGM will be held in our clubrooms on Friday 19th October at 8.00 pm – please see the
meeting notice on page 3 of this Callboard. Nominations are sought for four members of the
Committee – the President, Treasurer and two committee members.
Warwick Brisbane has advised that he will step down from the position of Mechanical
Engineer, and so nominations are also called to fill this position as a casual vacancy.
Warwick has held this position since 2004, and we thank him for the time spent in this role
and the considerable expertise of all things mechanical which he brings to the club.
Programme for September to November
We will be running a new theme night on 5th October – Interstate Australia, so this is a
chance to bring your interstate locos and rolling stock (NR locos with container trains,
interstate passenger trains etc) along for a running session. Time to give the club’s Southern
Aurora a run!
Some themes work better with timetable 3, so on some occasions (such as 7th September),
the timetable changeover will be at the start of the running session.
Exhibitions
We displayed the new, expanded Naradhan layout at the Waverley Club’s exhibition at
Brandon Park over the Queen’s Birthday weekend, and at Caulfield on 25th and 26th August.
The layout has had an extension of 1.2m inserted between the East and West modules,
giving an increased capacity in the sidings, and scope for new industries. For Caulfield,
Geoff was able to install semaphore signals instead of the colour lights, and this drew great
interest from the spectators. Some automation in train running was demonstrated, thanks to
Peter’s increasing knowledge as to how JMRI works.
Web Site
The club’s web site has been updated with a brief description of Naradhan, and photos of the
whole layout (thanks to Dan). Check out the “Where to find us” heading at mmrs.org.au.
David Patrick,
Secretary
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NARADHAN IMAGES – CAULFIELD – AUGUST 2018

The new centre module had its first showing at
Caulfield (it had its debut at Waverley), but the big
change was the installation of working semaphore
signals replacing the coloured lights. It was well
received by the public and fellow club members. A
big thanks to Geoff and Peter for what must have
been the most technical of all the layouts!

Semaphore signals green over red.

iPad for route setting.
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New centre module including a feed store (centre)

Station with Semaphores

Low speed caution.

Yellow over red.
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FEATURE ARTICLE
HISTORY OF STEAM LOCOMOTIVE 3801
The design included elements of contemporary American practice, such as a cast-steel
frame with integral cast cylinders, rather than the more-common British practice of a plate
steel frame. A striking feature of the design was the “shark-nose” streamlining and boiler-top
cowling. The Class bore some resemblance to the famous I-5 class 4-6-4 locos of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford railroad, built by Baldwin in 1937.
The delivery of 3801 and the other four
streamlined units was delayed due to wartime
labour & material shortages, together with
other competing construction priorities. These
five locomotives ran for the first few years in
wartime austerity livery of workshop grey,
attracting the nickname ‘Grey Nurse’, the name
being taken from the local shark species and
hence presumably also a reference to the
distinctive streamlined nose cone.
3801 passes through Stanhope in 1945

3801 departs Central Station Sydney 1954

Streamlined locomotives 3801 - 3805 were
joined in the post-war years by the 25 semistreamlined units 3806 – 3830. The
subsequent locomotives commenced service
in the green with yellow trim livery, however
all but 3813 subsequently received the black
with red trim livery during the 1950's.
Specifically 3801 changed from grey to
green in 1947, from green to black in 1955
and returned to green again in 1963.
In the early years the Class was flagged to
haul express passenger services such as the
Newcastle Flyer and the Melbourne Limited
which ran between Sydney and Goulburn.
With the introduction of the diesel
locomotive, the 38 Class was relegated to
normal passenger pickup and some goods
services.
3801 had been scheduled for withdrawal in
1962 due to deteriorating mechanical
condition, but rail enthusiasts raised
enough funds to cover the difference
between the overhaul of 3801 and a less worn member of the Class. It followed that 3801
went on to outlive the other four streamlined units in New South Wales Government Railway
service.
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Due to re-occurring boiler problems, 3801 was withdrawn to the care of the New South
Wales Rail Transport Museum at Enfield. The boiler from 3819 was fitted. Although this
action did not completely resolve all the issues, it was considered fit to return to limited
service as a tour locomotive in 1966. Some journeys worthy of note were on the:
•
•
•
•
•

25th anniversary celebrations of the Newcastle Flyer on 31 May 1969;
“Western Endeavour” crossing of the continent in 1970;
Opening celebrations of the Port Augusta to Whyalla line in October 1972;
Bankstown line to help raise money for the survivors of Cyclone Tracy in January
1975; and
Picton – Mittagong loop hauling D57 Class 4-8-2 (5711) and Z19 Class 0-6-0 (1905)
to Thirlmere as part of the New South Wales Rail Transport Museum relocation in
June 1975.

3801 in “Grey Nurse” livery (behind 3830) awaiting departure from Thirlmere on 5 March 2006.

Unfortunately, the steamer was plagued with boiler problems and was finally withdrawn from
service in December 1976. The locomotive was then place on static display at Thirlmere for
nearly a decade, with many hoping that funds would one day be found to cover overhaul
costs to allow a return to operation.
A shining light to the preservation of this historic locomotive was provided by Mr David Hill in
November 1982, who at the time was Chief Executive of the State Rail Authority. He queried
the suitability of restoring 3801 for the future 1988 Bicentenary celebrations.

3801 in black livery with red trim at Unanderra on 5 August 1999.
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A second view of 3801 at Unanderra on 5 August 1999 highlighting the red nose whiskers against the black livery.

In 1986 the locomotive was transferred to the care of the newly-established entity “3801
Limited” under a twenty-year lease and received a heavy overhaul by the apprentices at the
Hunter Valley Training Company in Newcastle. This overhaul was a major achievement and
broke new ground for Australian railway preservation, including the construction of a new
inner firebox for the existing boiler (from 3819). Unfortunately, the overhaul introduced some
non-authentic modifications to 3801, notably a reduction in boiler pressure from 245psi to
215psi and the replacement of the original riveted tender tank with a plain welded version.
“3801 Limited” successfully operated the locomotive, together with suitable heritage
rollingstock from their Eveleigh Workshops for the period of the lease until late 2006. The
locomotive mainly was presented with the green with yellow trim livery, but it did feature
1950's-style black livery with red trim for a period around 1999-2000 and ‘Grey Nurse’ livery
around 2006.

3801 at Thirlmere station during the NSWRTM gala on 6 March 2005.

Following expiry of the 20-year lease to “3801 Limited”, the locomotive reverted to the
custody of the New South Wales Rail Transport Museum and was transferred back to
Thirlmere in early 2007. The steam engine had received significant maintenance throughout
its operation under “3801 Limited”, including some new tyres, however the boiler had
inevitably been ageing after 20-years of rail tour duty and was scheduled for major boiler
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renewal at the end of 2007. In 2008 a project to overhaul the locomotive was initiated by the
New South Wales Office of Rail Heritage. During early 2009 tenders were called to construct
a completely new boiler with the winning tender being Meiningen Locomotive Works in
Germany. With this settled, 3801 was moved to the Chullora Railway Workshops in
Bankstown for a chassis overhaul and the welded tender tank was trucked to Maitland for
repair. The tentative return to steam date was expected to be in 2010.

August 2018 Update - A view across the top of 3801’s engine bed towards the smokebox.

Unfortunately, significant issues were found with the new German boiler upon its delivery to
Sydney, resulting in protracted delays while the situation was assessed. In 2013,
management of the project was transferred to Transport Heritage New South Wales to
develop a new plan. The result was an announcement that the original boiler from 3819
would now be rebuilt in Australia together with a new firebox to the original Class 38 design
and operating pressure of 245psi. While the original 3819 boiler was being repaired, the
scope of the chassis overhaul at Chullora was also expanded to provide an extremely
thorough rejuvenation, thus taking advantage of the overall delay. The German-built
replacement boiler is now stored at Broadmeadow.

August 2018 Update - A number of sections of flat bar and angle iron have been bent to conform with the inside
curvature of the smokebox shell. These pieces support the spark arrester frames.
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Today’s news is media based with updates posted on the Transport Heritage New South
Wales – 3801 Project website. The messages are specific, supported by images but
unfortunately mask the enormity of the restoration task. A reserved telephone response from
Mr David Bennett, Head of Marketing and Communications at Transport Heritage New South
Wales, was hopefully in steam by early 2019 and back in service sometime after that.
Currently the Boiler is at Goulburn with all other works being undertaken at Chullora.
3801 Trivia:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First streamlined locomotive in New South Wales.
First 4-6-2 locomotive in New south Wales.
28 Jun 1964: The fastest non-stop rail journey from Sydney to Newcastle clocking 2
hours 1 minute 51 seconds on 28 June 1964. (Only bettered by the XPT in 1988.)
First steam locomotive to cross the Australian continent from Sydney to Perth under
the banner of the Western Endeavour (22 August 1970 – 12 September 1970).
Starred in the 1974 award winning Australian short film “A Steam Train Passes” set in
the 1940’s about the construction and operation of steam locomotive 3810.
Accompanied the Flying Scotsman on Australian Bicentenary celebrations across the
country in 1988.
First visit to Alice Springs in 1992.
Awarded an Historic Engineering Marker plaque by Engineers Australia on 6
November 1994.

References:
•
•
•

Wikipedia / 3801
Transport Heritage NSW / 3801-Project
Australian Steam / 3801

For more information on this release contact Downies on 8456 8456
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MELBOURNE MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY
PROGRAMME SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER/
NOVEMBER 2018
Tuesday

Friday

September 2018

September 2018

4

Clubrooms closed

7

Change TT4 to TT3
Timetable 3 running
Theme: Steam trains

11

Committee meeting

14

Timetable 3 running

18

Clubrooms closed

21

Timetable 3 running.
Knowledge sharing –
VR 4-wheel wagons

25

Clubrooms closed

28

Timetable 3 running

October 2018

October 2018

2

Clubrooms closed

5

Timetable 3 running
Theme: Interstate Australia
change TT3 to TT4

9

Committee meeting

12

Timetable 4 running

16

Clubrooms closed

19

Annual General Meeting

23

Clubrooms closed

26

Timetable 4 running

30

Clubrooms closed

November 2018

November 2018
2

Timetable 4 running
Theme: Blue & Gold with4
wheel wagons
change TT4 to TT3

6

Clubrooms closed

9

Timetable 3 running

13

Committee meeting

16

Timetable 3 running.
Knowledge sharing –
Yarra Valley Railway update

20

Clubrooms closed

23

Timetable 3running

27

Clubrooms closed

30

Timetable 3 running
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